About Mul-T-Lock®
For nearly five decades, Mul-T-Lock® has been a worldwide leader
in developing, manufacturing and marketing high-security access
solutions for institutional, commercial, industrial, and residential
applications.
We provide a wide range of high-security and high-quality locking
solutions. The company holds dozens of international patents for our
innovative user-friendly products, which provide safety, security, and
convenience to millions of people across the world.
Mul-T-Lock® is fully owned by the ASSA ABLOY Group, a global leader
in access solutions with a proven track record in helping billions of
people experience a more open world through innovations that enable
safe, secure and convenient access to physical, and digital places.
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Part of ASSA ABLOY

SUPERIOR PROTECTION
LOCKING SOLUTION

MULTI-LAYERED PATENTED TECHNOLOGY

The MTL™600 superior protection locking
solution provides you with the high security
you need and enhanced key copy control you
desire.
Mul-T-Lock’s MTL™600 key system addresses
security needs by combining several technological
elements. Together, these elements create
stronger resistance against different forms of lock
manipulation.
MTL™600 complies with international standards,
ensuring you enjoy peace of mind when securing your
valuable assets.

Mul-T-Lock develops and designs locking solutions
to meet the evolving needs of each household
while prioritizing high-security and technological
innovation for secure and reliable locking solutions.
Using advanced, field-proven technology, MTL™600
addresses different security challenges while
responding to functional needs.
Unique oval pin for
enhanced tamper
resistance

ENHANCED KEY COPY CONTROL
MTL™600 comes with a unique magnetic card that
should be presented to an authorized Mul-T-Lock
locksmith when additional keys are needed. We are
here to combine the use of the magnetic card with
our patented key to provide you with the key copy
control you deserve.

10 telescopic pins tumbler
mechanism. a robust for
internal structure

A patented floating
element for extra key
control and pick resistance

FLEXIBLE AND CONVENIENT

Balance control with convenience with a key system
that responds to a wide variety of needs, even as
they change.
Available in various formats, MTL™600 can fit into all
home locking products, giving you protection where
you need it, while ensuring maximum convenience.

From re-keying to access control,
MTL™600 ensures your entries are
conveniently secure:
Keyed
Alike

Access multiple doors
with a single key

Keyed
Different

Access each door with a
different key

3-in-1
Keying

Instantly change a lock’s
combination up to 2 times
by simply turning a key

FleX
Control

Provide access when and
to whom you want, and
then limit it when you don't

Master Keying
Systems

Assign various levels of
access to a user’s key

